In-Ear Wireless Sports Headphones

E6 wireless
SE-E6BT

Fit and functions for sonic freedom

The E6 wireless blends comfort and security in a brilliantly functional design. Gently curved elastomer earhooks contribute to a comfortable and stable fit and won’t fall out during exercise, while rare-earth-magnet drivers aim sound deep for immersive mid-range clarity and solid bass punch. These all-weather headphones are rated IPX4 waterproof and feature a thick, tangle-free ¥2.0 mm (7/32˝) cable. Enjoy six hours of playback with recharging taking just 1.5 hours. Simple Bluetooth® connection provides hands-free phone functionality via inline remote, including voice assistant interaction, music control, and call management, all without touching your phone.

Sound shapes to your body
Supple elastomer earhooks comfortably conform to your ears. The refined design features an earhook angle slightly inclined toward the ear to provide a better sense of security during exercise.

IPX4 water-resistant
Rain and sweat won’t stop the music. The E6 wireless is rated IPX4 against water splashes, so continue your workout in any weather.

Six hours of music playback
The E6 wireless returns six hours of playback time on a single charge. Rapid recharge function refills the battery in just 1.5 hours via micro USB cable.

Convenient cable and cool colors
Durability is enhanced with a thick ¥2.0 mm (7/32˝) tangle-resistant cable, while a supplied cable adjuster adapts length for best fit and comfort during exercise. Four colors are available to suit your favorite sportswear.

Connected and in control
Inline remote features buttons for volume up/down and skip forward/back, and a center button that plays/pauses music and accepts/end calls (one push), redials (two pushes), and activates your phone’s voice assistant (a long push).

Pumping Pioneer sound quality
Enclosed ¥8 mm (5/32˝) rare-earth-magnet dynamic drivers put impressive force behind the rhythm with an open mid-range, muscular bass, and clear detail resolution. Sealed structure minimizes leakage and works with strong rare-earth magnets to improve immersion, keeping you focused in the zone.

Multi-Point Function pairs two phones
Multi-Point Function connects two smartphones at once. Take calls with either as you listen to music on one—great if you carry work and private phones.

ACTIVE SOUND DESIGN
- Fully enclosed ¥8 mm (5/32˝) rare-earth-magnet dynamic drivers
- Deep bass, excellent mid-range clarity, and rich voicing
- Enclosed dynamic driver structure improves sound isolation
- Elastomer earhooks lock in securely for vigorous exercise
- New angled earhook aligns earphones for stability and comfort
- Thick and durable ¥2.0 mm (7/32˝) tangle-resistant cable
- Interact with smartphone voice assistants at the touch of a button
- Hands-free music control and call management without touching your phone
- IPX4-rated waterproof for use in almost any weather

INTELLIGENT & CONVENIENT
- Inline remote keys for power on/off, call accept/reject/end, voice assistant activation, volume, and track selection
- Multi-Point Function wirelessly connects two phones simultaneously
- Approx. 6 hours playback and 1.5 hours recharge via Micro USB cable
- Supports Pioneer Notification App for Android™ devices
- Adjust cable length for best fit and comfort with supplied cable adjuster
- Available in a choice of four sports color-schemes

SPECIFICATIONS & ACCESSORIES
- Transmission method: Bluetooth® Ver. 4.2
- Output: Bluetooth Standard Protocol Power Class 2
- Transmission distance: Up to 10 m (32 ft.)
- Frequency used: 2.4 GHz (2.4000 GHz–2.4835 GHz)
- Transmission method: Bluetooth® Ver. 4.2
- Output: Bluetooth Standard Protocol Power Class 2
- Frequency used: 2.4 GHz (2.4000 GHz–2.4835 GHz)
- Modulation: FHSS
- Supported Bluetooth profiles: A2DP/AVRCP/HFP
- Supported codecs: SBC
- Power source: DC 3.7 V rechargeable lithium-ion battery
- Battery time: Max. 6 hours with continuous connection (including audio playback)
- Charging time: Approx. 1.5 hours
- Type: Fully enclosed dynamic headphones
- Driver: ¥8 mm (5/32˝) dynamic rare-earth-magnet driver
- Frequency response: 10 Hz–20 kHz
- Weight: 19 g (0.67 oz.) including battery pack
- Supplied with Silicone earphone tips, cable adjuster, and micro USB charging cable
- Package dimensions: 85 mm x 168 mm x 38 mm (3 7/16˝ x 6 5/8˝ x 1 1/2˝)

INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGIES
- Bluetooth®
- ®
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